Hour 2: Breaking the Glass Ceiling

Part I: Breaking

New York's hottest club is... Identify the name of each of Stefon's club attractions

1. That thing of when you put a midget on a skateboard and it slides around on your floor eating garbage.
2. That thing of like when midgets have dreadlocks and they lay facedown on the floor.
3. That thing of when you carry a midget over your shoulder while he sings gangsta rap.
4. That thing of when your friend is having a heart attack, so you take two midgets and you rub them on the carpet for static electricity and then they yell, 'Clear!'
5. That thing of when a midget hangs around your waist and holds your passport in his mouth.
6. That thing of when a thin midget paints himself red and then chews alka seltzer until foam shoots out his mouth.
7. That thing of when high-waisted midgets have, like, the red pants and the big ass.
8. That thing where you tie a string to a midget in a windbreaker and then run through a field.
9. That thing of when you ask a question, so you shake a midget until he says 'ask again later.'
10. That thing where two jacked midgets paint themselves orange, and you have to parallel park between them.
11. That thing of when a midget on rollerskates dials a speaker phone and you put a garbage can over their head.
12. That thing when a midget on rollerskates wears all of your clothes, and you pull them through an airport.

Identify whether the following refer to Kanye West or Cosmo Kramer.

13. Drinks Boost for breakfast and Ensure for dessert
14. Has expressed a fear of clowns
15. Has performed with Mel Torme
16. Criticized for refusing to wear pink
17. Has published a coffee table book
18. Has served guests fusilli
19. Described by some as bride of Frankenstein
20. Has crashed the stage uninvited at an awards show
21. Directed a pyramidal movie
22. Has formed a new religion
23. Brags about smoking Cuban cigars
These questions all concern SNL sketches noted for characters' breaking.

24. What does Jimmy Fallon cite as the reason the "More Cowbell" sketch was funnier live than it was during the dress rehearsal?

25. Chris Farley named Matt Foley after one of his Marquette University rugby teammates. What is that teammate doing with his life now?

26. In the Jeffrey's sketch, what kind of car does Horatio Sanz drive?

27. Gilda Radner and Candice Bergen appeared in one of the first great SNL breaking sketches defending Radner's character's right to be what?

28. According to her jingle, what are the four things Debbie Downer may tell you 'bout to ruin your day?

29. SNL alum Amy Poehler is the Executive Producer of the greatest show on television and YouTube, Broad City. When do Abbi's Bed, Bath, and Beyond coupons expire?

Part II: Glasses
For pictures 30–59, give the name of the celebrity/fictional character known for the given pair of specs.

Part III: Ceilings
For pictures 60–80, Give the name and location of each ceiling/building.